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Diavolezza Litera-Tour 

1) Bottom station 

Welcome to the bottom station of the Diavolezza aerial tram. My name is Flurin and I am 

a keen mountaineer. I’d like to tell you a few exciting stories about this wonderful place, 

which you will shortly be visiting.  

The name ‘Diavolezza’ is derived from ‘diavel’ from Ladin, meaning, the devil. It can be 

roughly translated as ‘deviltry’, a place where demons lived and a mountain fairy, as 

well, who are responsible for the misfortunes of some hunters who vanished here, and 

were never seen again. But more of that later, once we’re on the mountain.  

Let’s get ready for our ascent. We will need to attach seal skins to our wooden skis. We 

have unhooked the heel of the binding and strapped our leather shoes in tight. Our 

sunglasses have round lenses and are protected on the side with blinders to keep out the 

strong sun. In our backpacks we have some provisions and tea, and even perhaps a flask 

with a bit of schnapps in it.  

Those were the days! Now, of course, you can comfortably reach the top of the mountain 

by aerial tram, and save yourself the arduous task of hauling your provisions around by 

backpack. In the mountain hotel of Diavolezza you will find excellent food and drink for 

your hunger or thirst, whether it be big or small. 

Now I would like to tell you the story of this aerial tramway. Way back in the middle of 

the 1920s some projects for opening up touristic access to Diavolezza were put forward, 

as the mountain became increasingly popular. Not least because of the landing of an 

airplane on the glacier in 1937 by the successful German fighter pilot of the First World 

War, Ernst Udet. Later, in the 1950s and 60s it was the St. Moritz hotelier, Fredy Wyssel, 

who routinely made landings on the glacier. The planned funicular railway project which 

would have linked Morteratsch with Munt Pers, failed to be realized due to lack of 

finances. Following the Second World War, a project to build an aerial tramway was put 

forward for approval, a process which began in 1947 and took a total of six years! Once 

permission was finally granted, and capital successfully secured, the cabins which would 

carry 50 passengers were erected over 18 months and opened on 22 December 1956. 

The storm of visitors exceeded all expectations and, just two years later in 1958, the 

cabins were already replaced by larger ones which had a capacity of 62 passengers each.  

The renown of Diavolezza was enormous and guests were prepared to wait for two or 

more hours to get to the ski slopes and enjoy the descent to the glacier, which even 

today leads over the Pers Glacier to Morteratsch. At the bottom station, guests’ skis were 

stamped with white numbers which in turn were called over the loudspeakers, 

indicating that it was finally the owner’s turn to get a ride back to the top. With the 

addition of a ski lift near the bottom station, one was able to pass the waiting time by 

skiing. That is, if simply lounging in the sun wasn’t pleasurable enough. Once the new 

tramway was completed, with cabin capacities of 125 passengers, the long waiting times 

became more or less history.  

Now enjoy your ride, and be sure not to miss the continuation of my story. 


